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WRER.E DO WE STAND IN TSE SPACE RACE? 

The question of where the gaited States stands mewl relation 

to the Soviet Union in the race to achieve a useful capability 

for space flight is not ots which cjn be given a sisple answer, 
• 

sad yet finding an acceptable answer is iaportent both to assess- 

Lug our current position is the world and to decisions on what 

we should be doing in the iwssdiate future. 

one aspect of this question relata to the field of opinion 

without regard to exact physical comparisons. 10th nations have 

bad sons notable successes, but any review of wort ̀puss coaissn-

taries, public opinion polls, and smiler assesawents csrtainly 

gives the edge to the Soviet Union. Pgrtly because the early • 

Soviet successes wore unespec:ted Ong iaysn, and partly because 

the Soviet Union has' been able to give the iaprsssiou of ever 

heavier payloads placed in orbit at strategic •stoats without 

evident failvrea, that governasat has created a powerful iasgs 

of scientific and technical leadership which in turn has snhancs4 

its power to play rocket blackmail, The United States ha gaud. 

aowo advantages froe its open frankness including detailed die-
• 

cussioa of technology, timetables, and operational difficulties, 

but the slippages and failures along the way have not inpired 

the sans kind of awe the Soviet Union has achieved. Undoubtedly, • 
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the larger numbsr of launchings made here, and the publicized 

successes of Tiros weather pictures, Pioneer V long distance con- 

•.amication, Echo signal reflection, and airborne Discoverer capsule 

snatching are all successes which vs should capitalise upon, but 

they should not be reason for blinding ourselves to other, were 

pertinent eom~arisons which bear upon the future progress and 

security of the Nation. 

£'erhaps there is no objective proof of which country is 

ahead psychologically, if interpretation remains a subjective qual-

ity. However, it ssemis undeniable that the Soviet Union" s invest" 

meat is space exploits has brought political and perms military 

rewards of tremendous valor which vs have not been able to neutral-

ise through our owes efforts to date. 

Nov to turn to wore objective, qusstitative ceeaparisons 

between the two countrisss This is fraught with perils,, too, 

because the Soviet and Aasrican programs have followed soasmr~urt 

different paths, and unlike hugs are not easy to compare. Con-

siderizg the lsadtiw involved„ it is correct that ig the United 

States program were asrely a reaction to the Soviet program„ 

matching exploit with exploit, we probably never w,uuld catch up, 

for the Soviet program seems to have a definite emsetuae, and the 

initiative would rwain theirs. Our program should be worth pusr-

suing for its own values quits aside from our foreign competition, 

and should be comprehensively planned to mast our several objectives. 
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nut a recognition that it may not nand to meet specific Soviet 

achievements can too easily be used as an excuse for not doing 

enough either to meet internal nerds or the external ones of the 

image of success in a rivalry of great significance. 

'here is a too natural tendency to compare a few specific 

accomplis) ,nts by each of the two contending powers in the space 

race, and drawing conclusions which may be valid in their specifies 

but are not valid to an assasaets of the main stream developments 

toward broad goals. Which is a bigger accomlisbants to take 

photographs of the back side of the tbon o.c to take thousands of 

wester photographs of the Earth? loth are fine ahL.v ts. 

The weather pictures continued for a longer period of time and 

were put to immediate practical uses. The pictures of the back 

aide of the Noon represented new exploration of a very high order. 

Leaping in mixui the warning above that the United States response 

should not be just to react to Soviet accomplisboents, it still 

remains instructive to compare the accomplishments of each cowtry 

and ask the questions Ibw soon could the rival perform a similar 

feat? There sees today to be mare American accomplishments which 

could be duplicated by the Soviet Union within a yiar or so of a 

decision to do this than is true in reverse. And perhaps one of 

the biggest factors in this is the Soviet lead in acquiring a 

large and reliable booster rocket. Until Saturn bco~aes opera-

tional is 1964, we cannot match the currant Soviet capability in 

putting up heavy and complex payloads. 
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The point has been made that the two program differ in 

their particulars, but that certain mainstream goals should still 

be identifiable which are applicable to both nations, affording 

a basis for long run coi a arison. What are these goals h The aim 

of space r~aeareh and development is to acquire a capability to 

use space and to travel through space so that we can extend the 

frontiers of knowledge of Diature`s processes, including increased 

control of our ezwirosu"ent, and an understanding of matter, energy 

and life itsel€. With this knowledge and capability, we want to 

be able to use the spec. medium and the new forces and resources 

we discover to enhance the wellbeing and security of both our ows~ 

people and of mankind in general. With this bread and sweeping 

purpose, what caparisons can we make? 

The United States program includes a cosa~+rehensive study 

of radiation, solar and geophysical pheovsena. It looks forward 

to a program of application in cosesa3catie:s, weather prediction, 

navigation, geodetic survey and astronomical study. it includes 

a step by step approach to maneued flight first for a few hours in 

orbit around the Barth, and later in larger satellite stations 

and to the Moon and plats. It is a program which will bring rtsuch 

knowledge, and if there were no outside pressures or considerations, 

would be harder to challenge as less than adequate. But in fact, 

it calls for a limited asst of available resources of 
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menpowr and material below our existing capabilities to progress, 

and seems mist unlikely to close s*y gap in the race with the 

Soviet Union. This is the almost unanimius opinion of technical 

arao at the working levels who are not restricted by the policy 

considerations which influence the public statssrnts of those 

who control the flow of finds. 

How can we mike any judgiasnts about the Sovie t program? 

it is a coa~oa stat~rsrst by our top of€icials that we can not 

ask. coparlsous because we do not know what the Sovis t progrn 

La. Of course we do not have as exact blueprint, and yet for 

those who viii look, there is no great aigrstery about the Soviet 

plans. every experieeeent they have accomplished to date has been 

first predicted and discussed in their published records prior to 

the azperiaeaots. They hags outlined conprshesivs plans for he 

future quite as all inclusive as any we have progrard. (inns det' 

iaite covparison which can be weds is to mote experimsats and sizes 

of vehicles already accoepliahed, and then to note the esti.sted 

tins by which our ousts orderly plan which is not just a reaction to 

theirs will include the saes capability, in general, this shows 

a three to five-year lag in east respects. This is a gap which 

will not be closed without a major and conscious effort over a 

period .f years. 

What accounts for Soviet successes; are they genuine? 



There in no magic way, no secret fuel which accounts for the 

Soviet record. Almost certainly they have had many failures, 

and we can regret that if we have knowledge of the details of 

these failures that tyre cannot be published without revealing 

our sources of information, in the interest of a balanced perspec-

tive and a keener insight into boo the Soviet tectmiciaes have 

overcome their problemrs. As to the question of whether Sovie t 

successes have been genuine, one of the most disheartening aspects 

has been the capacity of some American officials to maintain their 

own illusions and comfortable eaplaa►ations as they have retreated 

from one position to another. 

The Soviet achievement of the atomic bomb in 1949 came 

years sooner than most of our "espert 'x thought likely. The air 

transportable thermonuclear weapon apparently was tested sooner 

in the Soviet Union than in the United States. The Soviet announee-

went of a plan for an W scientific satellite caused no particular 

concern. When Sputnik I rent into orbit, at first seas coassenta-

tors wore convinced that the release vu in error 5ecause it said 

184 pounds of payload instead of 18.4 (the approximate weight of 

our still developing Vanguard). Then prominent men referred to it as 

a "hunk of cast iron", a "silly bacuble", and were not disturbed 

one iota. We were told that a bomb could not fall from orbit, 

an that even to hit the on was a simpler problem than to surd 

as ICBM from one continent to anther. true widely publieiaed 
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estimate of the thrust required to mo*mt the first sputniks 

was convsniently less than that of our own ICBM thrust, This 

was theoretically possible, but ignored the reasons why the Soviet 

Union chose early to develop a large amount of thrust for their 

ICBM in days w#w.n warheads were nat so smell. Further, as sputnik 

accomplishasnts grew, modest first stases would have implied high 

performance upper stages which also are not yet ready in this 

country. when it was conceded later that Soviet thrust was greater 

than our own, then it was explained that we were aid in guidance, ce, 

miniaturization, and power supply. Since then the Soviet Union 

has demonstrated its guidance capabilities, at least according to 

its oie claims, and with some checkable evidence as well, by its 

near pass at the !+ban, its lunar impact, it backside photos, its 

Pacific rocket tests, and the recovery of the dogs from orbit. 

Sputnik III demonstrated the reliability of its power supply and 

electronics by broadcasting for the almmst two years of its life 

in orbit. Perhaps many of its inatr' ruts were not miniaturized, 

al b the Soviet scientists said it contained thousands of 

transistors. The asaessarent must lie in the view that with plenty 

of carrying capacity, emphasis was put upon reliability rather than 

miniaturization per se, and the significance of this for the future 

is that manned space flight cannot include miniaturisation of man 

himself. Consequently, in the main stew of long rim development, 

large weight lifting capability is absolutely essential both to 
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carrying men and to advanced autosstic stations which nost aakr 

ashy nsasur $ at great distances. 

Can we take at face value Soviet claims about their apace 

aceonplishments? Of course that' will mislead us whenever it 

suits their purposes if they think they can get away with it. 

This has certainly been their code in other areas of international 

relations. We know they hide their failures. At the saws tier, 

so far it has suited their purposes to keep their claims with re-

g,ard to space consistent with such independent data as we can as-

seed►le Iron a variety of sources, including a pattern and pace 

of development consistent with what we are sure we could do if 

we had started as soon aai had worked with the saes singleness of 

purpose. 

Let us now look at sons specific Soviet space accoe~lish-

rrnts as a clue to possible span of lead over the Unit ed States, 

eves the.h such coaparieons are open to some chal l see. Sputnik 

I in October, 1957 carried a payload we did not equal until 

about Discoverer II in April, 1959. At least according to Dr. 

Sedov, it carried a weight into orbit not yet natched by any 

United States launching, except approximately by project Score 

is Deceeber, 1958. 

Sputnik II carried a payload into orbit in 8ovee~lrer, 1957 

which the United States did not watch or exceed until ) 4as II 



in May, 1960. Its transporting of a living warm-blooded vertex 

brat. has yet to be matchsd is this country. 

Sputnik III of May, 1958 also carried a payload not .:-

cod.d by a narrow margin imtil Midas II, two years later. 

Sputnik II also carried within it all the experiments we had 

planned for the entire 10! period plus all the principal exp.ri-

a eats ply for the next year or two thereafter. 

All thre. of the Cosmic Rockets, or LuItiks as vs call ha,, 

l*unch.d betvta January, 1959 and October, 1959 carried payloads 

to the vicinity of the Moon which we will not duplicate corplsteiy 

in vsight until Saturn becomes availabis around 1964. 

The to Cosmic Ship launchings of 1960 (sometimes called 

Sputnik IV and V) with over 10,040 pounds of payload each, and 

perhaps as much as 25,000 pounds of total Haight in orbit sao 

to represent the Soviet .gnivalent of our 1964 Saturn launch 

v.hicle capability together with a otential aasmed spec. ship 

equivalsat to our Project Apollo which is still four or fiv. 

years away from realisation. All su~sstad characteristics of 

the soviet specs ships used in 19€0 are far more awbitious than 

our planned Mercury capsules which have not yet been put into 

orbit even with animals, The Soviet return of dogs fro. orbit 

ioaludad Lstruwentetion, tale.. try tscbaigws aAd other evidences 

.f bioastronautical experience our own specialists do not expect 
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to be able to match in entirety for another five years. 

Although there is yet no proof of how soon it will come 

about, Khrush chev in his artful way casually rationed in his 

recent visit to Finland that "soon„ the Soviet Union would launch 

satsllites weighing 60 tons. The prediction was obscure, but 

represents not arse ispossibl• goal,, for it is of the sat order 

of err guitud. which this co mtry hope. to achieve is about sight 

years with a concept we have labeled Nava. 

These coerparisons are over siaplified and open to some 

rebuttal, but at least hays more validity than any sireaple count 

on the number of launchings each country has made to date. They 

certainly shrew no apparent trend toward closing the gap. And 

certainly the Soviet achievements are consistent with the main-

stream objectives of a real capability to travel through and 

use space. So are rat of our esperimenta, but on a later tier 

scale by perhaps three to five or mere years. 

Horse consolation can be taken from the fact that with 

our limited weight lifting capacity we have triad to extract a 

aauimum of new information about space. This is true, and we 

have been able to announce first such discoveries as the Van Allen 

radiation belts end the pear shaped character of the Earth. A 

word of caution is rervir ed at the same ti , ho ver. As the 

front runner, the Soviet Union has capitalised upon ameouncin 



its successes and discoveries which would have maxie+eia political 

and military effects in the wend struggle, but they have held 

to a minima disclosing information about space and rocketry tech-

niques which would help us to catch up. One could argue with 

equal validity that some of their delayed releases of space science 

findings represent (a) copying of our analytical results after we 

did the pioneering interpretation, or (b) disclosure of what had 

already been noted only after it was apparent that this knowledge 

was available to us anyway. 

Consistent with the Soviet penchant for secrecy, we have 

never been allowed near their launchings by invitation, and we do 

not really know whether the full list of eap*rimests in their 

satellites has bsaa disclosed in fact the eights announced 

suggest that sees additional tests have been carried without an-

nounciusat. This raises questions not only about scientific 

progress, but also about the military uses of space. The Soviet 

program has mare than justified itseel fin cold war terms alone, 

but it almost certainly relates to weapons syst as wsf. 

The Soviet Union has aauda mach of the claim that its space 

research is related exclusively to scientific advenceaoent. But 

this must be assessed in terms of their unwillingness to allow 

anyon, to approach their launching facilities or to see even photo-

graphs of their complete rocket assaeNblies. And the claim to 



peaceful. daelopaant is also lessened with their frequent 

references to the long range, great destructive power, accur-

acy and large nunbers of 1t~* r Buse technoiegy assi d.velopaeat 

are so coaipletsly intanrvven with space developant. 

The United State also chaapiona the use of space for 

peaceful purposes. Hsysver, being an open society, vs have also 

suffered a propaganda barrage because our ailitary services are 

known to be working in space technology, even though the scare 

is undoubtedly true in the Soviet Union. We feel that ail i tary 

use of space technology can support peace on several comets. 

The sear technology useful to comaainications, navigation and weather 

reporting can be used interchangeably by military and civilian 

activities. Midas weed $ s detection satellites even if used 

exclusively by ntlitary agencies can support peace by lessening 

the chance of surprise attack against the tree world. Manned 

space vehicles, whether developed by ailitary or civilian agencies, 

are dually useful to the peaceful exploration of space just as 

ailitary as well as civilian activity have opened Antarctica and 

long range air flight to peaceful purposes. 

The role of potential attach weapons in space bas been 

very obscure. Mo one any longer doubts that ballistic weapons 

to fly from point to point on the earth represent a revolutionary 

force on strategy. In seas quarters there seer the saw 
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unwillingness to r ecogaise that future weapons ystrs based 

in space may produce new revolutions leapfrogging the ICBMs which 

ngwr occupy our attention. This is not surprisigg, for some very 

able and sound thinkers earlier felt the sane. way +About the ICBM 

before they learned the hard way that they were wrong. 

Even as we seek genuine accoaraadattons to restrict the use 

of outer space to peaceful purposes, we should not let our devel-

opa t work on that mastery of space be held back by diet propa-

ganda when nothing would suit their purposes better than to delay 

us while they accoaplish some decisive breakthrough in space weapons. 

If we do choose to pursue such development, this no navre aakss us 

warmengerers than any other measures we take in the interest of 

deterrence and defense of the free world. 

Some of the revolutionary weapons developments related to 

space can already be foreseen, but necessary security forecloses 

a public discussion of these techniques. What they do mean is 

that whether space research is pursued primarily by a civilian 

*ancy or by military agencies or by both, space research at an 

accelerated pace is iatportant in at least three different ways. 

One, it is worth pursuing with real vigor even if there were no 

foreign rival because of the benefits it will bring both to science 

and to our economic well-being. Two, it is worth a major effort 

because of its role in the cold war as a synthsol of our scientific 
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and technical capabilities an leadership. Three, it *1st be 

pursued in the interest of direct military survival at a tine 

when new revolutionary weapons concepts are being born. 

The greatest disservice to the Nation is performed by 

those wh o preach coulacency with regard to the level of our 

accoaplishmsnts in space and the pace at which we are moving for-

ward. of course we have every reaSon to be proud,~ and the ssults 

are wegnificent. but they are not enough, and not snough moans 

there are substantial requir snouts for fresh attention to setting. 

our space heals, organising our apace effort, and providing 

greater funds to pursue the Dark. 

GEORGE J. FEI.DNAN 

1010 Fifth Avenue 

New York, N. Y. 
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SCO31XCARD OF WILTED STAT S AND SOVIET LAWCIUNGS 

Date Name Gross 

10/4/57 Scut dk I 8.800 
11/3/57 Sputnik I1 11000 
1/31/38 taplorer l 33 
3/17/58 Vanguard I 53 
3/2`/38 Explorer III 31 
5/13/38 5PItnik III 1349 

Explorer IV 38 7/26/38 
12/18/38 Score 8,750 
1/2/39 C4saLc Rocket I 3.243 
2/17/59 Vanguard Ii 71 
2/28/59 Discoverer I 1,300 
3/3/59 Pioneer IV 13 
4/13/39 Discoverer Ii 1,610 
8/7/39 Explorer VI 192 
8/13/39 Discoverer V 1,700 
8/19/59 Discoverer Vi 1,740 
9/12/59 C~os c *ct II 
9/18/39 vanguard III 100 
10/4/59 C sastc Rocket III 3.424 
10/13/39 Explorer VII 92 
11/7/39 Discoversr VII 1,700 
11/20/39 Discoverer VIII 1,700 
3/11/60 Pioneer V 143 
4/1/60 Tiros I 320 
4/13/60 Transit II 313 
4/13/60 Discoverer Xl 1,700 
5/13/64 Comic Ship 1. 2,5.000 
3/24/60 Midas II 5,000 
6/22/60 Transit ILA 315 
6/22/60 Greb - 
8/10/64 Discoverer XIII 1, 700 
8/12/60 Echo I 241 
8/18/60 Discoverer Xiv 1,700 
8/19/6(3 Cosmic Ship 1J 25000 
9/13/60 Discoverer XV 1,700 
10/4/60 Courier I$ 550 

(This is unofficial because the Soviet Union has not disclosed gross 
weights in orbit, but those for the first three Sputniks have been claind 
by Sedov all to have exceed Project Score, and that for Sputnik II was 
estimated by the Rand Corp. in Space ' a►dbook. Weights as given for the 
Cosmic Rockets (Lniks) are the Soviet nnouaceeaaa at.. Weights for the 
Cosmic Ships (last tea) are sedated as consistent With earlier practice 
and the probable use of a million and a half pounds of thrust for launching.) 

C"aaar 4 ative 
Payload Cross payload 

8.800, 
1,120 19.800 1.304 

18 31 18 
3 4 21 

19 113 40 
,2.923 ,33.O00 4229 

26 133 66 
150 8903 216 
796 34.243 5.025 
21 8,974 237 
40 10,274 277 
8 10,287 283 

440 11,891 723 
142 12,089 867 
300 13,789 1,167 
300 15,489 1,467 

39576
50 15,589 1 

95 43,000, ~8 i44 
70 13,681 1,587 

300 17,381 1,887 
300 19,081 2,187 
93 19,226 2,282 

270 19,546 2,332 
263 19,861 2,817 
300 21,361 3,117 

34,00 68,400 36.839 
3,000 26,561 6,117 

223 26,876 6,340 
42 26,176 6,382 

300 28, 376 6,682 
163 28,817 6,843 
300 30,517 7,143 

10,143 9  000 27.002 
300 32,217 7,445 
500 32,767 7,945 
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UNITED STATES: 27 s.parate launchings; 32,767 lbs. gross and 
7,945 pounds payload. 

SOVIET UNION: $ separate launchings; 93,000 lbs. gross and 
27,002 pounds payload. ma payload of either of 
the last two shots ezc* deed the total payload of 
all 27 United States shots. 


